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Introduction  
 
Cortex is an extremely powerful software application, developed by IDRATEK for their IDRANet system. It 
runs under the Windows operating system and has been tested under Microsoft Windows 98, Windows 
2000, Windows ME and Windows XP. 
 
These guidelines are extracted from the ‘Help’ file that is supplied with the software and assume that the 
software has been installed and the required licensing keys etc. have been acquired. 
 
Cortex is based on a hierarchy of objects which go together to make an installation. The idea is to represent 
an installation mostly as it would be physically built, i.e. it contains a house, floors, doors, rooms and 
modules etc. It is extremely important that these are placed correctly (i.e. a room belongs to a floor which in 
turn belongs to a house etc. etc.) as Cortex uses this information to make decisions on how to react to 
events and conditions. This is essential to the production of a working and reliable system, that delivers 
control and automation as expected. Many problems of unexpected behaviour can be traced back to 
incorrect configuration of the Cortex floor plan, so it is important to understand that it is not just a graphical 
representation of the property. 
 
 
Basics – Creating Floorplans 
  
A Cortex database holds information about the ‘nodes’ on an IDRANet Network.  It allows the user to draw a 
plan view of the network depicting the location of the items within the property.  When a new database is 
started e.g. File| New, the tree view will just show the world object and the plan view on the right hand side 
will be blank. 
 

 
 

The left hand pane shows the tree view selected and the fixed object toolbar can be seen above the two 
panes. As Cortex develops, new icons may appear or change with new features, so the screen grab may 
look slightly different to the one shown here. The PC object holds system wide function objects such as the 
Clock, Central Heating, All Light behaviour etc. which are part of every database. 
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The first step is to design the basic layout, constructing house, floors, and rooms. It is not necessary to have 
this fully completed before running a physical network, and may be altered at any time. First left click on the 
World in Tree view which should then become highlighted. Go to Tools | Design Network | Add Cortex Logic 
Object | House, where you will be asked if you want to add a House to the World. 
 
 



 
 

 
 
A rectangular outline representing the ‘House’ will appear in the plan view and a ‘House’ will be added to the 
tree view. It is possible to have nodes on IDRANet which are outside this house, or in another building such 
as a garage (also a house type object). Placing the cursor over the edge of the house in plan view, allows 
you to alter its size by ‘dragging’. 
  
By placing the cursor in the house and right clicking, a pop-up will appear allowing changes to the plan view 
(such as colour etc). By clicking ‘Show as Icon’ you can add a ‘presence information icon’ to the house 
container. To alter the name of the house (or any object) select the object in tree view, wait, then left click 
again and the name will be highlighted allowing it to be edited. 
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The next stage is to add a floor, so re-size the house to something larger (allowing space for a floor) and add 
a floor from the main menu under Tools | Design Network | Add Cortex Logic Object | Floor. You must 
highlight the containing object first, in this case the house, which is easily done in the either the plan or 
structure view. A prompt will be issued, asking you to confirm you want to add a floor to the house and then 
you will be offered to name the floor. Rename it ‘Ground’ (if you are creating the ground floor) and adjust the 
colour and if desired. This process is repeated for any number of floors in a house, making sure the house is 
highlighted first (i.e. the containing object). 



 
 

 
 

To add Rooms to a Floor, click within the floors outline in plan view or alternatively on the Floor name in 
structure view. Then go to the main menu under Tools | Design Network | Add Cortex Logic Object | Room.  
You will be prompted that you wish to add a Room to that floor and then be offered to name the Room. For 
this example, rename it ‘Kitchen’ and adjust the colour as required. Subsequent rooms can be added using 
the same process to build up all the rooms that are contained on (and within) that floor. 
 

 
 

Before proceeding further, it is suggested that you save the database using File | Save as etc. If you haven’t 
already done so it is a good idea to set-up the various interfaces for Cortex such as sound and telephone. 
Further information is provided in the Help file under ‘ Cortex getting started’ and once these have been set-
up, save the database again. 
 
 
Basics – PC Interface 
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The next stage is to connect the interface between the PC and the IDRANet network. Check the Network 
Supervisor is configured to prompt the user when the network is stopped to assign a node. Ensure the power 
to the network is switched off and connect a PC interface module via the appropriate cable to the PC’s COM 
port and if audio is to be used, connect to the PC audio card microphone input and speaker output. 
 



Ensuring no other nodes are connected, check that the bus loading network is connected - this is already in 
place when using an IDRATEK power supply such as an IPS/IPD or mini distribution module (MPD). Apply 
power to the network (12-15V) and hence to the PCIF. 
 
After the PCIF has initialised (indicator stops flashing), the network supervisor should respond with a ‘Plug 
and Play Add new Object) menu. If the PCIF was powered from an IPS unit you will also be offered to add 
this to the database. If the world object unique address (ID) matches the PCIF (e.g. PCIF was already 
commissioned) you will not get the plug and play dialogue, as this is already correct. 
  
In the communications window (under the tree view) network activity will be seen as packets (strings of 
characters) of data are passed around. It is not important to understand these under normal use, unless 
some obvious error messages appear. 
  
At this stage, no nodes (modules) are connected to the IDRANet other than the PC interface. You can set 
various logging options (see Logging Options in the Help file) such that the Enable, Time, Network traffic, 
and Object names are ticked. To verify the PCIF and network are working, click the network start button 
(Green triangle). 
 

 
 
This will cause messages to appear in the Communications windows similar to below. The Cortex network 
activity icon should be active with the IDRATEK logo spinning. To stop the network click the network stop 
icon (blue square) next to the green start button. 
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Basics – Adding Objects 
  
At his stage (network stopped and power still applied) you can now add further IDRATEK modules to the 
network. Physical modules should always be connected when the network is powered (and preferably 
stopped). This allows them to inform Cortex which can subsequently assist and control the commissioning 
process. 
 
The following describes the process for fitting an MFP module which has previously been commissioned (i.e. 
had ID parameters programmed). In the case of a ‘virgin’ MFP module (i.e. node ID still set to FFFE) an extra 
step will be encountered where a new available ID will be programmed into the module during its addition to 
the database. 
 

 
 

The plug and play facility has detected the new node and presented this information. Assuming the MFP 
object is to be added for the first time and no ‘free’ MFP objects exist in the database, then the ‘Add a new 
“Control Panel” object that represents this node’ radio button is selected.  
 
A new MFP object will be created in the database (to represent the physical module) and a decision must be 
made as to its location. For this example it will be placed in the kitchen as shown below. 
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It is assumed that this panel had already been programmed with a Unique ID (address) so no further action 
is required. Otherwise an extra step would have been involved where Cortex would assign and save new ID 
parameters to the ‘virgin’ module. 
 



 
The user is then offered to enable the node within Cortex operation and if the answer is ‘Yes’, will be 
presented with the properties menu. Further information on details can be found in the Help file.  
 

 
 

The MFP object is now placed in the room that was specified at the start to represent the physical node on 
the network. The MFP’s icon only represents the parent object, i.e. the MFP panel itself. The internal objects 
(such as timer, IR receive, buttons) can be kept inside this container, or moved up to the plan view. This is 
described in the help file section titled ‘Presenting Plan View Information’. 
 

 
 
This process is repeated in turn for each of the systems physical objects. It is important that this is done 
methodically and with care, as any errors at this stage may not be immediately seen and may result in 
subsequent unexpected behaviour of the system. It is often useful to add a few modules at a time, saving the 
database after each is added, and then running the network to check function (if that is possible). 
 
 
Basics – Changing Plan View Information 
 
Some objects are shown as icons in plan view and some are shown as a container to hold other objects e.g. 
(house, floors and rooms). Some network modules consist of a collection of sub-objects and hence may be 
represented by a collection of icons. For example an MFP object is represented as an MFP icon, but it 
actually is a container of many other objects. By right clicking on the MFP a popup menu will appear as 
shown below.. 
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The icon at the top is the MFP itself and the rest are objects it owns and represent functions provided by the 
MFP.  To make a specific object visible in plan view, click on that item and another menu will appear allowing 
to change its view properties.  
 

 
 

The above shows the option to move the temperature sensor out of the MFP and into the Kitchen. Now, in 
the plan view, the temperature icon will be seen in the kitchen. However this does not affect ownership as 
shown in structure view, or the functionality of the MFP’s temperature sensor.  But it does mean that the 
temperature sensor value and its object properties may be directly represented and accessed via the plan 
view icon. If the kitchen is moved the temperature icon moves with it. It is good practice to place these sub-
object items near to their ‘parent’ in the plan so it can be clearly seen that they are part of that object, but this 
is not a requirement and does not affect the system’s operation. 
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When the network is run, the temperature icon will display the temperature value next to it. The background 
behind the text is a different colour to the kitchen, but this can be adjusted using the objects background 
colour property. 
 

  
 
 
Summary 
 
The process of creating a Cortex database should be carried out according to the guidelines above. It is 
important to maintain the hierarchy and structure otherwise unexpected and erratic behaviour may result. 
Thus : 
 

1. A database should have  a world which represents the PC interface 
2. Each world should contain a house(s) which represents the physical boundaries of a building, or 

buildings. 
3. Each house should be broken into any number of floors. 
4. These floors are where rooms are placed. Rooms should be used as they represent a physical 

boundary which can only be entered/exited via a door. This allows Cortex to make decisions on how 
to monitor presence and react correctly. 
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